Care instruction
Finished smoothing cement

Primary care

LOBA CareCleaner (gloss preservation)
LOBA FloorCare Antislip (gloss increase)

Maintenance

gloss preservation
LOBA Cleaner (maintenance cleaning)
LOBA CareCleaner (wash & wax)
gloss increase
LOBA Cleaner (maintenance cleaning)
LOBA FloorCare Antislip (maintenenance caring)

Stripping

LOBA CareRemover

First cleaning

Depending on soiling use LOBA Cleaner or LOBA CareRemover.

Primary care

Pre-treatment
The floor must be clean and free from grease, wax residues, etc. Old care layers must
be removed. So at least a maintenance cleaning procedure using LOBA Cleaner is
necessary. In some cases a stripping procedure (see there) must be carried out.
Caring to preserve the gloss level
To primary care use LOBA CareCleaner diluted 1:10 with water. Apply the solution using
the LOBATOOL Wischmop. Avoid puddle formation. Never work into the drying film.
After about 30 minutes the floor can be used again. Full stressability is achieved after
drying over night.
Caring to increase the gloss level
To primary care use LOBA FloorCare Antislip. Apply the care product in one layer using
the LOBATOOL Wischwiesel. Avoid puddle formation. Never work into the drying film.
After about 30 minutes the floor can be used again. Full stressability is achieved after
drying over night.

Maintenance

Cleaning
Add 50-100mL LOBA Cleaner to a bucket (10L) of water and wipe the floor. The
cleaning intervals are to be determined according to practical experiences.
Caring to preserve the gloss level
Depending on the care layers' condition dilute LOBA CareCleaner 1:10 to 1:200 with
water. Apply this solution using the LOBATOOL Wischmop.
Caring
If the existing protective layer is severely worn, a maintenance caring procedure can
become necessary. To do so the floor has to be cleaned. Subsequently LOBA FloorCare
Antislip has to be applied again undiluted using the LOBATOOL Wischwiesel.

Stripping

A mechanical or manual stripping procedure becomes necessary if the floor shows
strong soiling which can not be removed by common maintenance cleaning. A stripping
procedure is also necessary if already 3 care layers are built up and the floor should be
cared again.
A stripping procedure is carried out using LOBA CareRemover (1-2,5L to a bucket (10L)
of water). Spread the cleaning solution onto the floor, allow to take effect for a short
period of time and work over with a buffing machine and a green pad. On small areas
also a scrubber can be used. Remove dissolved dirt before it dries again. Wipe
afterwards with clean water to remove any cleaner residues.
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